
From: Marshia, Kevin
To: Chris Dubin; Ashley Andrews; Bethany Remmers; Bryan Davis; ccampany@windhamregional.org; Christine

Forde; Devon Neary; dmorton; Ed Bove; Eleni Churchill; Emma Vaughn; jcharest; Jason Rasmussen; Mark
Anders; mmajor@windhamregional.org; mwinslow@acrpc.org; omunroe@swrpc.org; Rita Seto;
rob@lcpcvt.org; ssarepalli@ccrpcvt.com

Cc: Allen, Chad; Morin, Shane; Bell, Amy; Langham, Matthew; Otto, Katharine; DeMent, Jacqueline; Segale,
Joe; Cassino, Jackie; Pelletier, Dave; AOT - HWY MOB DTAs; AOT - HWY MOB PMs; Law, Todd;
Neaderland, Zoe; Pappis, Costa

Subject: VTrans District Leveling Prioritization
Date: Friday, April 3, 2020 12:14:16
Attachments: 2020 District Leveling Priorities - April 2020.xlsx

Good evening,
 
As you have likely heard, there is the potential for some federal stimulus funds to come Vermont’s way in the
coming months.  While we do not have any details of what this might look like or what magnitude of funding
such a package might entail, we are starting to prepare for the potential opportunity.  With that said, we know
that we have a large number of paving needs around the state.  From preservation treatments, to reclamations,
to treating the interstate to prevent the rutting distress from causing safety concerns and lastly, some areas of
very poor pavements.   Our pavement management system does a very good job at analyzing our pavement
distresses and triggering treatments within a fiscal constraint.  However, one pressure that we always have is
balancing the miles of very poor road versus the fiscal constraint while implementing good asset management
strategies (like preservation). 
 
We need your help!  We are in between the last prioritization of very poor pavements by RPC’s and our
maintenance districts and VPSP2 being implemented.  And as we anticipate a potential federal stimulus
package, we want to get your input.  We recently asked each district to provide their input and today we ask
you for yours.  Attached is the input provided to us by the districts.  They began with a blank sheet and provided
us with input based on the general rules as described below.  We know that some of you have worked with the
districts in the past to align these lists and we would encourage you to reach out to the district project manager
in your area to discuss their prioritization and your work.  The following is the basic guidance that we provided
to our districts: 
 

Provide your five greatest leveling needs and your three highest patching needs. 

The leveling category is for those routes needing full width leveling in that are longer than 1 mile

and up to about 5 miles (if completing a route goes 6 miles, include it!)

The patching category is for those routes where some patches of a lane here or there would

“get us by” for a few years and address the worst spots.  Length is flexible.

If a route might benefit from both, leveling and patching, list them in both categories with the

corresponding mileage. 
 
Please fill in your regional priority next to the roads that are identified.  It is understood that your priority may
not align with the districts and you may also want to add roads that the district did not identify.  Please feel free
to do so.

 
We recognize that district and regional boundaries do not overlap perfectly.  We ask that you do your best to
use the district boundaries, but we recognize that some may need comment, caveats, etc.  Keep in mind that
we do not have any details of a potential stimulus package might bring, so get this as close as you can – make
sure your biggest regional concerns are listed.  We may have to come back to this list for revisions later, but for
now, we want to be proactive in our thinking. 
 
This request has a short turn around time and we recognize that this puts pressure on your staff and the TAC

process.  With that said, we would request that you have your rankings back to us by Friday, April 17th. 
Matthew Langham will be for your point of contact for this effort, please return your ranking to him at
matthew.langham@vermont.gov.
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Sheet1

		VTRANS 2020  PRIORITIES FOR LEVELING - APRIL 2020

		DISTRICT 1 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		District Comments

		VT 112		Halifax		2.9		Whitingham		1.5		1

		VT 112		Halifax		0		Halifax		2		2

		VT 100		Whitingham 		2.3		Whitingham		7.6		3

		VT 7A		Shaftsbury		1		Shaftsbury		5.2		4

		VT 30		Pawlet 		2.5		Pawlet		7.9		5

		DISTRICT 1 PATCHING

		VT 149 		Pawlet 		0		Pawlet		1.302		1						Shoulder Drop Off 

		VT 100		Whitingham 		2.3		Whitingham 		7.6		2						Spot Shimming ( Project 2022)

		VT 112		Halifax		0		Whitngham		1.5		3						 



		DISTRICT 2 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		VT 100		Weston		2.9		Weston		6.55		1						3.65 miles

		US 5		Springfield		8.4		Weathersfield		5.1		2						5.8 miles

		VT 30/100		Jamaica		2.1		Jamaica		3.9		3						1.8 miles

		VT 142		Vernon		0		Vernon		2		4						2 miles

												5

		DISTRICT 2 PATCHING

		VT 30		Brattleboro		0.33		Newfane		3.16		1						10+ miles rut fill, spot mill/fill

												2

												3



		DISTRICT 3 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		V100		Bridgewater		0.4		Plymouth		8.6		1

		V100		Stockbridge		0		Stockbridge		1.85		2						To District limit (Would like to combine with Priority 2 as 1 project)

		V100		Pittsfield		3.65		Pittsfield		4.85		3						From Bridge 126 NE to Stockbridge line (Would like to combine with Prority 1 as 1 project)

		V007B		Clarendon		2.9		Clarendon		1.8		4						V103 intersect southward

		V007B		Clarendon		2.9		Clarendon		4.4		5						V103 to U007

		DISTRICT 3 PATCHING

		V030		Wells		7.9		Wells		8		1						Should be rutfill but skid-boxing would help

		V004A		Fair Haven		2.1		Fair Haven		1.9		2						Should be rutfill but skid-boxing would help

		V007B		Clarendon		1.7		Clarendon		1.8		3						Section should be reconstructed but skid-boxing would help



		DISTRICT 4 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		US 5		Weathersfield		5.15		Windsor		0.8		1						From intersection of 131 to FPAV project scheluded this year - 2.44 miles

		VT 100 		Rochester		3.9		Rochester		6		2						State Garage Rd thru Village constantly patching - 2.1 miles

		VT 14		Williamstown		3.75		Barre Town		2.056		3						Spot paving sections couldn't cover 2019 - 5.116 miles

		US 5		Thetford		4.6		Fairlee		0.3		4						Bad wheel ruts, potholes and shoving pavement - 3.4 miles

		VT 100 		Stockbridge		2.8		Rochester		2.3		5						Ted Green Ford to 2017 leveling - 4.62 miles

		DISTRICT 4 PATCHING

		US 5		Hartford		3.05		Hartford		3.87		1						2 lanes wide each side - Sykes to Urban Bridge - 0.82 miles

		VT 100 		Rochester		0		Rochester		2.3		2						Cover rough section by New Boston and Jersusalem Rds

		US 4		Woodstock		7.85		Woodstock		9.2		3						Taftsville woods - large potholes along edge of concrete under pavement 



		DISTRICT 5 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		2		Middlesex		0.7		Middlesex		1.4		1						.7 miles butting up to last year's leveling

		2		Moretown		0		Moretown		1.5		2						1.5 miles butting up to last year's leveling

		2		Middlesex		0		Middlesex		0.5		3						.5 miles butting up to last year's leveling

		125		Bridport		5.25		Cornwall		0		4						Only completed a small section of this corridor with funds last year

		17		Addison		5.8		Addison		8.19		5						Substantial settling between shoulder and white line causing safety hazard

		DISTRICT 5 PATCHING

		7		Milton		5.88		Milton		6.92		1						Constantly patching this area

		7		South Burlington		1.74		Shelburne		2.5		2						Rutting along with pot holes appearing around structures

		17		Addison		1.1		Addison		2.2		3						Could patch with skid box paving



		DISTRICT 7 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		VT 14		Calais		5.63		Woodbury		1.8		1						last fall paving to Woodbury town office - 3.07 miles

		VT 110		East Barre		0		Washington		6.62		2						3 sections / Barre 0-.07/Orange .08-1.78/Washington 4.18-6.62

		US 5		Lyndon		3.77		Lyndon		3.77		3						grind and pave intersection of 5/114/122 and all approaches

		VT 122		Lyndon		0		Wheelock		0.8		4						intersection to current paving project - 5.15 miles

		VT 214		Plainfield		0		East Montpelier		1.39		5						entire route - 2.05 miles

		DISTRICT 7 PATCHING

		US 5		Ryegate		2.93		Barnet		3.67		1						Patching/skid box worse areas - 8.08 miles

		US 5		Sutton		0		Sutton		7.93		2						Patching/skid box worse areas - 7.93 miles





		DISTRICT 8 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		US7		Georgia		1.75		Georgia		7.6		1						Est.5.9 mile_spot shim&level

		VT12		Putnamville		2.2		Worcester		1.5		2						Est. 2.8 Mile_spot shim&Level

		VT 207		Swanton		0.5		Highgate		0.8		3						Est. 5 miles_spot shim&level

		VT120		Sheldon		0		Franklin		3.4		4						Est.5.1 Mile_spot shim&level

		VT108		Cambridge		3.7		Cambridge		8.7		5						Est.1.4 Mile_spot shim&Level

		DISTRICT 8 PATCHING

		VT78		Swanton		0.7		Swanton		6.4		1						FY23, STIP?

		VT15		Cambridge		5.7		Johnson		2.2		2						FY22, STIP? Patch to include Coleman's bridge?

		VT15		Hyde Park		1.85		H.P.		2.3		3						FY21&22, STIP?

		DISTRICT 9 LEVELING

		Route		Begin Town		Begin MM		End Town		End MM		District Priorty		RPC Priority		RPC Comment		Comments

		VT 100		Troy		2.6		Newport town		4.1		1						4.6 Miles of shim & overlay. Some milling will be required

		VT 5A		Brownington		0.7		Charleston		3.8		2						6.8 miles shim & overlay. Some milling will be required

		VT 105		Ferdinand		3.05		Bloomfield		2.5		3						6.5 miles shim & overlay. Some milling will be required

		VT 58		Barton 		0.8		Brownington		0.1		4						3.0 miles shim & overlay. Some milling will be required

		US 5		Coventry		0.7		Barton		10.7		5						5.7 miles shim & overlay. some milling may be required

		DISTRICT 9 PATCHING

		VT 16		Hardwick		2		Glover		5.6		1						Skidbox worst sections along 9.32 mile stretch

		VT100		Newport Town		5.66		Newport Town		5.63		2						Mill and pave back full width 150' section @ city line. EB & WB

		VT 14		Irasburg		3.8		Irasburg		5.8		3						This will prolong life of this section. leveled in 2009









 
If I can be of assistance to you, please feel free to contact me as well.   
 
Thank you,
 
Kevin
 
Kevin S. Marshia, P.E.
VTrans Asset Management Bureau
 



From: Marshia, Kevin
To: Chris Dubin; Ashley Andrews; Bethany Remmers; Bryan Davis; ccampany@windhamregional.org; Christine

Forde; Devon Neary; dmorton; Ed Bove; Eleni Churchill; Emma Vaughn; jcharest; Jason Rasmussen; Mark
Anders; mmajor@windhamregional.org; mwinslow@acrpc.org; omunroe@swrpc.org; Rita Seto;
rob@lcpcvt.org; ssarepalli@ccrpcvt.com

Cc: Allen, Chad; Morin, Shane; Bell, Amy; Langham, Matthew; Otto, Katharine; DeMent, Jacqueline; Segale,
Joe; Cassino, Jackie; Pelletier, Dave; AOT - HWY MOB DTAs; AOT - HWY MOB PMs; Law, Todd;
Neaderland, Zoe; Pappis, Costa; Symonds, Wayne; Boomhower, Michele

Subject: RE: VTrans District Leveling Prioritization
Date: Friday, April 3, 2020 11:15:59

Good morning,
 
A few comments coming back from RPC/planning related to the request that I sent out last
evening.  Hopefully the following will help clarify that request:
 

1. This list is an attempt to get ahead of a potential stimulus, it is NOT a stimulus list.  VTrans
is having conversations as it relates to preparation for a potential stimulus, but are doing
so with little to no details available to us from the federal side of things.  It is anticipated
that any stimulus program would cut across many programs. 

2. While I referenced the potential stimulus in my email, it was in the context of explaining
why we were providing such a short turn around time for our request.  With the potential
out there to receive additional funds, paving is one of (but not the only) area in which we
can obligate funds quickly.  Having your information as soon as practical will help inform
our initial decisions that may come our way in the paving area. 

3. And perhaps most importantly, the intent of this request is to allow input from our
districts and regional planning partners in a manner similar to what we have done in the
past.  We have plenty of very poor roads and historically the state funded district leveling
program has seen large increases (not anticipated on the state fund part at this time) and
substantial decreases due to many factors affecting our state fund revenue.  We were due
to ask for this prioritization and had intended to do so anyhow, as a way to receive your
input prior to VPSP2 being fully implemented.  This is just an abbreviated way to get that
input, in case we need it! 

 
I hope that this helps to clarify the intent of this request.  What the future may bring from a
potential stimulus perspective is still largely unknown, but will hopefully produce a significant
amount of funds that we can invest in our transportation infrastructure.   
 
Please let me know if you have additional questions or concerns.  Stay healthy!
 
Thank you,
 
Kevin
 
 

From: Marshia, Kevin 
Sent: Friday, April 3, 2020 12:14 AM
To: Chris Dubin <cdubin@ccrpcvt.org>; Ashley Andrews <andrews@cvregion.com>; Bethany
Remmers <bethany@nrpcvt.com>; Bryan Davis <bdavis@ccrpcvt.org>;
ccampany@windhamregional.org; Christine Forde <cforde@ccrpcvt.org>; Devon Neary
<devon@rutlandrpc.org>; dmorton <dmorton@nvda.net>; Ed Bove <ebove@rutlandrpc.org>;
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